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Nothing lasts forever - Czech Grumpies

Welcome

Welcome to the Railtalk Magazine Xtra, which compliments the main Railtalk Magazine
and means that we can put even more pages together every month.
As always in Xtra, we focus on life outside the UK, and once again we have some excellent
shots from some of Europes finest photographers. Our “From the UK” section has a look at the recent Long Marston Open Day.
This month I travelled across to the Czech Republic, where I have to say that they really show how railways should be run,
and the thing is we used to be as good as them. Whilst over there we regularly saw connections being held
for late running trains and friendly staff who actually enjoy their work and are proud to work for the railways.
Freight from local areas is worked by trip locos to central marshalling yards for onward transportation, yes just like we used to have it!
Highly recommended for a visit, to see what the old British Railways used to be like years ago.

David
Once again many thanks to the many people who have contributed this month, it really makes our task of putting this magazine together a joy
when we see so many great photos. This issue wouldn’t be possible without: Colin Gildersleve, Steve Madden, Brian Battersby, Paul Godding,
Phil Martin, John Coleman, Pavel Kopec, Tomáš Kubovec, Richard Hargreaves, Martin Grill, Martin Válek, Mark Pichowicz, Richard Webber
Stephen Beardwell, Pavel Šturm, Bea Želtvayová, Petr Holub, Pavel Martoch, Dennis Hübsch, Colin Irwin, Jon Jebb, BVT and Libor Hyžák
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Cover: Czech Class 751.364-1 approached Kralupy with a short freight. As talk
increases about replacing these locos with re-engined Class 750s, will Czech
ever be the same without this much loved class? Class47
This Page: Queensland Rail National’s 6006, 6007 & CLF4 take the Intermodal service
from Perth to Sydney through Brigadoon, on February 13th. Colin Gildersleve
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NMBS have leased a further 5 Traxx locos from
Angel Trains for freight services between Belgium and
France for the combined freight services of ECR and NMBS Logistics. They
received the numbers 2901 - 2905 to distinguish them for the 28 - series.
Traxx 2901 passes the signal building at Gent-Sint-Pieters with a freight from
Valenton to Antwerp-North. Gent-Sint-Pieters on July, 29th. BVT
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Pictures
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Class 751.056 leads 752.047 away from Filokovo yard
(Slovakia) with a steel train bound for
Somosko-Ujfalu Yard (Hungary) on June 18th. Steve Madden
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A pair of Euro Cargo Rail G1000 BB’s No’s. 0001 04 6
and 0001 16 run light through Rennes on
August 17th. Brian Battersby
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A pair of TER units 27705 and 76567 are seen at
Rennes on August 17th. These units are to the same
Bombardier design, with one being diesel and the other electric.
Brian Battersby
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ARG’s No. S3307 enters the boundary of the Alcoa
Kwinana Refinery with its load of bauxite, on May 20th.
Colin Gildersleve
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LTE European Bulls liveried Class 2016.904
passes through Kolin on September 30th. Jon Jebb
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A privately owned shunter stabled in Oberhausen Yard
on August 8th. Note the backward British Rail
double arrow sign below the cab window. Steve Madden
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DB Class 143.823 is seen arriving at Essen Station
with a service from Koln Nippes on August 8th.
Steve Madden
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In terrible weather, Class754.065 stands at Jindrichov
on September 27th with a train heading for Zabreh.
Jon Jebb
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DB Class 232.379 is seen working an empty steel
train bound for Dusseldorf through Ratingen Teifenbroich
on August 9th. Steve Madden
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Czech Class 749.051-9 is ready to
depart Praha Hln on September 27th with the
ECS off the service from Ceske Budejovice. Class47
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SNCF Ter Bretagne operated, Alstom DDF built
diesel unit No. 73599 is seen departing Dinan
on August 11th. Brian Battersby
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NMBS decided to order 120 new Taurus-inspired locos
from Siemens. The locomotives should free some locos
on the busy east-west IC-line from Ostend – Eupen. Due to technical problems,
these locos are still making their testrides, seen here passing
Vertrijk (between Leuven and Liège) on the old line, hauling
8 new I11-coaches on July 31st. BVT
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Polish PKP loco EU 07-364 stands at Praha Hln. on
September 26th with the daily service to Moscow.
The train takes about 36 hours to reach its destination
and conveys some fascinating coaching stock. Jon Jebb
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Hungarian Class M62-224 has just shunted some
coal wagons onto the steel train from Filokovo and is
waiting to depart Somosko-Ujfalu Yard June 17th. Steve Madden
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NMBS Class 23 locos still can be found on peak hour
trains like this one, as loco 2326 hauls an empty
rake through Antwerp-Luchtbal with an empty train from
Antwerp-Carwash to Antwerp-Luchtbal, where it will be waiting
to start its service on July 19th. BVT
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Night time at Praha Hln on September 29th
and an OBB Class 1216 speeds out of the station.
Class47
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RENFE Class M 202 unit passes along the coast at
Calella, in Spain on September 1st.
Libor Hyžák
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Swiss steam loco G 4/5 No. 107 RhB
passes between Zernez and Carolina on September 12th
Tomáš Kubovec
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A line up of mainly 1920’s built Class 77s and a Class 79
stabled around the turntable at Timisoara
Depot on 16th June. Steve Madden
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Czech Shunter Class 703 714 runs into Praha Liben
on September 30th. This loco operated by
Elektrizace železnic, one of the overhead line specialists in Praha. Jon Jebb
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English railway enthusiast organisation, Mercia Charters
often makes great train rides on freight only lines.
This is one of their charters passing the station of Antwerp - Berchem with
museum diesel loco No. 6041 and (on rear) diesel loco No. 5535 with a train
to Antwerp Harbour, July, 17th. BVT
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Alsthom built SNCF BB dual voltage
loco No. 25689 is seen at Saint Briac on August 14th
with a local service. Brian Battersby
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Euro Cargo Rail Class 66 244 still carrying
the EWS badge on its cab side is seen passing
through Rennes on August 17th. Brian Battersby
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News and Features

Bombardier Awarded Contract for 50 V300ZEFIRO
Very High Speed Trains in Italy
With firm orders for 210 trains the ZEFIRO family has become one of the most
successful platforms in the global high speed rail market
Bombardier Transportation announced recently it has signed a contract with
Trenitalia (Italian Railways) for the delivery of 50 very high speed trainsets
V300ZEFIRO, a model of the BOMBARDIER ZEFIRO high speed trains family.
The V300ZEFIRO (known as ETR 1000 in Italy) is developed in partnership with
AnsaldoBreda, a subsidiary of the Finmeccanica group of Italy. The total contract
is valued at 1.54 billion euro ($2.10 billion US). Bombardier’s share of the
contract is valued at 652 million euro ($889 million US).
The V300ZEFIRO has a capacity for 600 passengers and is capable of commercial
speeds of up to 360 km/h. Its unusually high acceleration enables the train to
ensure excellent travel times even in winding routes. It is fully interoperable
and will provide cross-border service, taking Trenitalia’s passengers to other
European countries without the need for changing trains.
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André Navarri, President and COO, Bombardier Transportation, commented
on Bombardier’s successes in the global high speed rail market. He said, “We
are very proud to have received the confidence of Trenitalia. It is another
demonstration of our leadership in the development of new generation very
high speed trains, a flagship segment of the railway industry market.. Today,
Bombardier holds top level presence in this exciting market segment and we
are committed to continue to support customers around the globe offering our
ZEFIRO technology.”
With the award announced today, Bombardier has won contracts for the
delivery of a total of 210 trains of the ZEFIRO family. The first order for this
platform came from China in October 2007, with a contract to supply ZEFIRO 250
km/h trains. Since then, Bombardier was awarded contracts to deliver 80 units
of the ZEFIRO 380 model and additional 80 ZEFIRO 250 km/h trains, all ordered
by the Ministry of Railways in China (MOR). The first-generation ZEFIRO 250 is
already operating in China.
Stephane Rambaud Measson, President, Passengers Division, Bombardier
Transportation commented: “Our success in this market segment demonstrates
that customers have welcomed the innovation we have brought into making

the ZEFIRO high speed family about more than just speed.” He added, “The
ZEFIRO is a game changer in this industry as in addition to high speed it also
offers cost-efficiency, coupled with high capacity capabilities, pleasing aesthetics,
reliability, safety, durability and environmentally friendly transportation
solutions.”
Under the technical leadership of Bombardier, the production, testing
and commissioning of the V300ZEFIRO for Italy will take place in Italy at
AnsaldoBreda sites and the Bombardier site in Vado Ligure. Other Bombardier
sites will also participate in the development of the new train, such as the
Bombardier high speed trains engineering hub site located in Hennigsdorf,
Germany.
Roberto Tazzioli, Chief Country Representative, Bombardier Transportation, Italy,
further illustrated Bombardier’s commitment to the market in Italy. He said,
“We are delighted to receive this contract as it represents a further endorsement
of our position in the Italian market, across a range of speed and vehicle
sectors, strengthened by our partnership approach. We intend to demonstrate
continued excellence in terms of productivity and build on our partnerships in
the Italian market.
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Bombardier Awarded
Contract to
Design and Supply an
INNOVIA
Monorail System in
São Paulo, Brazil
São PauloMetro selects new
generation INNOVIA Monorail 300
system for the Expresso Tiradentes
mass transit line to benefit 500,000
daily riders
Bombardier Transportation, together
with two consortium partners,
announced recently that it has won
an order to design, supply and install
a 24 kilometer BOMBARDIER
INNOVIA Monorail 300 system in São
Paulo for Companhia do
Metropolitano de São Paulo (CMSP /
São Paulo Metro). The total value of
the contract is 2.46 billion reals (1.07
billion euro, $1.44 billion US).
Bombardier’s share of the
design-build contract is 1.40 billion
reals (606 million euro, $816 million
US).
The new line, known as Expresso
Tiradentes, will serve as an extension
of the São Paulo Metro Line 2 and will
have the capacity to transport 40,000
passengers per hour per
direction between the Vila Prudente
and Cidade Tiradentes urbanizations.
This journey currently takes almost
two hours and the new INNOVIA
Monorail system will reduce the
journey time to approximately 50
minutes, benefiting 500,000 users
daily.
The Express Monotrilho Leste
Consortium (Eastern Express
Monorail Consortium) is lead by the
Brazilian civil contractor Queiroz
Galvão and incorporates construction
firm Construtora OAS and
Bombardier as an Electrical and
Mechanical (E&M) equipment
supplier. Bombardier will design and
supply system-wide E&M elements
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for the 24 km, 17 station
INNOVIA Monorail 300 system,
including 54 seven-car trains (378
cars) with BOMBARDIER CITYFLO 650
automatic train control technology
for driverless operation as well as
providing project management,
systems engineering and integration,
testing and commissioning for the
new trains and signalling.
Engineering, design and testing for
the Monorail vehicles will be
centered at Bombardier’s site in
Kingston, Canada. Manufacturing of
the initial cars will be carried out by
Bombardier in Pittsburgh, USA, and
subsequent cars will be built in Brazil
at Bombardier’s plant in Hortolândia.
Phase One of the system is expected
to open for passenger services by
2014.
Commenting on the announcement,
André Navarri, President and COO of
Bombardier Transportation, said: “To
be selected by São Paulo Metro as
the Monorail system supplier for the
Expresso Tiradentes project is a great
privilege. The introduction of our
INNOVIA Monorail 300 system to this
great city will increase mobility for
citizens, reduce congestion, and
benefit the local economy as well as
the environment.”

He added: “Our investment in local
manufacturing is a key element in our
project delivery plan and essential for
Bombardier’s long-term participation
in Brazil’s fast growing railway
market.”
Eran Gartner, President Systems
Division of Bombardier
Transportation, added: “Our new
INNOVIA Monorail 300 system for
Sao Paulo is a game changer in the
industry, as it allows fast construction
of high capacity transit lines.
With its advanced technology, the
new system will dramatically improve
the quality of life for thousands of
residents by halving their daily
commuting time and with its
attractive aerodynamic design, the
INNOVIA Monorail is set to become
an iconic image on the São Paulo
skyline.”
Bombardier brings to São Paulo the
most extensive transit system
experience in the industry and has
previously supplied four other fully
automated Monorail systems (Tampa,
Newark, Jacksonville and Las Vegas
in the United States). Bombardier
is currently supplying the INNOVIA
Monorail 300 system to Riyadh in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for the
prestigious new King Abdullah
Financial District.

Intercity FLIRT for
Norway
Tormod Gjermundsen, Vice President, NSB Passenger Division and head of Technical Division of Norwegian State
Railways (NSB), and Peter Spuhler, owner and CEO of Stadler Rail Group, presented the first intercity FLIRT train at the
InnoTrans trade fair in Berlin in September. NSB have ordered 50 of these FLIRTs, which will partly replace the
existing vehicles. This represents the largest fleet renewal in the history of NSB. For Stadler it is the first intercity
train able to reach a top speed of 200 km/h. In just 24 months since the contract was signed, Stadler has designed
and built the new vehicle.
NSB are counting on modern rolling stock from Stadler
Two years ago NSB awarded Stadler the contract to build 50 five-part FLIRT trains as well as the option for a
further 100 trains. Of these, 24 trains are the intercity version, fitted with high-quality interiors and intended for
use on mainline services in eastern Norway. A further 26 vehicles will be put into service in the Oslo regional
commuter railway system.
Tom Ingulstad, Senior Vice President and head of NSB Passenger Division says: “We are proud to announce that the first
train is now rolled out from the factory. Thousands of hours of detailed design and production have resulted in a train
which we are confident will serve our customers. Cooperation with Stadler has been excellent. Their design focus on
safety, customer comfort and reliability was very valuable.”
The NSB FLIRT represents yet another milestone for Stadler in Scandinavia following the contract for 32 FLIRTs for the
commuter railway system in Helsinki and 17 trams for the city of Bergen.
In addition to the special intercity design, the 50 NSB FLIRT vehicles stand out thanks to their advanced ability to fulfil
the requirements of severe winters: the vehicle is built to withstand temperatures of up to –40 degrees Celsius. The
concept is based on the FLIRT for the Helsinki commuter railway system, which has now been in successful
operation for two years, and the experience has been positive.
Peter Spuhler is very pleased with the results: “We are very proud that we have been able to fulfil the high demands of
the engineering specifications for vehicles with the FLIRT concept, and have managed to design and build this new
vehicle in just 24 months.”
“We are confident the train will be able to handle the Norwegian winter well because of the way the train has been built,
utilising Stadler’s experience from services now running in both Switzerland and Finland. We look forward to continued
good cooperation with Stadler until the trains are ready to be put into operation in Norway, and beyond” said Tormod
Gjermundsen, Vice President, NSB Passenger Division and head of Technical Division.
The modified FLIRT for NSB
The vehicles ordered by NSB are fundamentally based on the FLIRT that has already been sold by Stadler 618 times. In
some areas, the modular construction of the FLIRT has been further developed and adapted to the needs of NSB. The
five-part NSB multiple-unit trains have three drive units instead of two, as would be normal for the four-part FLIRTs. The
Norwegian gauge, broader in comparison to continental Europe, makes a carriage width of 3,200 millimetres
possible, allowing for a comfortable 3 + 2 seating arrangement.
NSB has emphasized universal access in the basic design so that the train will be available to every customer
irrespective of handicap. Among other features, large parts of the train have low floors, making it easier for all
passengers when entering or leaving the train. Spacious toilet facilities and clear signposting conform to these same
criteria. NSB has set strict environmental requirements for the new trains.
These requirements cover both production, operation and subsequent recycling of material when the trains leave
service. NSB sets specific requirements for energy efficiency in operation in order to reduce power consumption.
NSB has also conducted a life cycle analysis (LCA), mapping the train’s environmental impact from production to
disposal.
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BABY JET - Magnetic train in a vacuum tunnel.
Siemens and ÖBB support visionary design of the
train of the future.
There were about 100,000 viewers taking in the Sound Cloud 2010 live and
looking into the future - and ÖBB-Vorzeigezug was in the middle! It was a very
great train thriller at the Linz Danube, as the artists’ network avalanched in
the twilight of September 4th turning the Danube Park into a giant “computing
space”.
ÖBB railjet A train of superlatives
In a fictional story played three physicists who have developed together with
a consortium and the province of Upper Austria, the project that chases the
magnet moves with supersonic speed through underground vacuum tunnels:
the BABY JET. The visionary transportation project was developed jointly with
the Austrian Federal Railways, the Ars Electronica Futurelab and the Linz Center
of Mechatronics. The train is more environmentally-friendly, has a capacity of
30,000 passengers per year and provides a cruising speed of Mach one, that
is 1200 km / h. Local trains serve main cities, Express Trains to European cities,
nine minutes from Linz to Vienna, 14 minutes from Linz to Prague.
München-Berlin in 26 Minuten. Munich-Berlin in 26 minutes.
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Star of the performance was railjet the ÖBB, which travels at speeds up to 230
km / h, not quite the speed of sound, but it is very quick.
Future becomes the present - the vision becomes reality
“The BABY JET presents a vision of the trains of the future. At ÖBB of course
we are very proud that our current top product, the railjet, was utilized in
sound cloud as a base for the super train the future,” said Gabriele Lutter, board
spokeswoman ÖBB-profit services.
Even today, there are already 26 sets are in use.
The BABY JET will set new standards. He could break through the “natural” limits
of the railway from today and allow travel times, which one does not consider
possible. It can be described as cross-border in several ways.
Supersonic speed is to take a train utopian - today, in a few minutes to travel
from Vienna to Munich is an illusion - today. But in a few years for sure and
possibly the presence of the future vision will be a reality.
“We want the ÖBB and the development of rail transport in Europe in any case
affect decisively and make our contribution. And maybe the BABY JET and the
legitimate successor of the rail jets”. so Lutter concluded.
“That our railjet the highlight is the Linz Cloud of Sound, shows that what
innovation and inspiration our products have. The railjet is not only the most

modern coaches, but also by its design is a through-composed work of art.
“The work of the artist network avalanche Torrèn confirmed this,” stresses Kurt
Hofstetter, CEO of Siemens AG. “This art project is an incentive. We continue
to work on visionary mobility solutions that will hopefully enjoy not only the
passengers but also the artists’
The railjet is one of the flagship projects of Siemens. Highest comfort, modern
design and a speed record up to 230 km / h for the passenger.
Railjet is at the same time, the environmentally friendly and extremely
economical in operation. “It meets all the criteria, which is also placed on
mobility solutions of the future,” said Hofstetter.
As for the railjet BABY JET, for more than a week it graced ÖBB Linzer. In an
unprecedented special transport movement on a trailer, the railjet was moved
to the Linz Winter Harbour and to its place on the Danube between Lentos and
Bruckner house. Many spectators watched the successful movement of the
high-speed train. Some 100 tons and 500 meters of railjet track was
used in the display.
Photo: The railjet as the center of an impressive production in the Sound Cloud
2010 in Linz
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Alstom’s hybrid locomotives
on course for success

Bombardier Awarded Second Contract
from NJ TRANSIT for MultiLevel
Commuter Rail Cars

DB and Alstom agree on a first European test fleet for
hybrid shunting locomotives.

New vehicles are key element of NJ TRANSIT rolling stock
modernization program

DB Schenker Rail, the Mitteldeutsche
Eisenbahngesellschaft (MEG) and Alstom signed an
agreement on long-term testing of Alstom’s hybrid
shunting locomotives. MEG, subsidiary company of DB
Schenker Rail, will lease five hybrid locomotives from
Alstom, with the option to purchase them at a later date.
The hybrid locomotive, presented at Innotrans 2010, has
been subjected to endurance tests since 2008 and these
tests will be extended to another four locomotives by the
end of 2011.
“We are pleased that our innovative concept of the hybrid
locomotive enters the next phase. Alstom presented the
prototype for the first time at Innotrans 2006. Today we
are starting the next round together with DB and MEG“,
said Klaus Hiller, Head of the Service and Locomotives
business at Alstom Transport Germany. “With the
operation of 5 hybrid locomotives, the operator MEG lays
the foundation for the first hybrid vehicle fleet
in Europe. “
“For testing purposes, the prototype was put into daily
service and further developed to market maturity,” Hiller
explained. “Additional vehicles modernized by this
technology can be delivered in Europe by the end of
2011.“
Hybrid technology, which can be used in all heavy
shunting services, reduces fuel consumption by
approximately 50% and is aimed at a Europe-wide market
of several thousands of locomotives that are obsolete.
With a top output of 600 kW, the locomotive has only a
small diesel generator of 250 kW and draws the additional
power from batteries that are recharged by the generator.
In pure battery operation, the locomotive is especially low
in noise and vibrations, which is particularly
advantageous for operation in tunnels or buildings. Thanks
to its compact engine, it is also very silent when the
generator is in operation. In practice, the generator runs
less than 50% of the service time while the large engine
of conventional locomotives runs permanently and idles
most of the time.
High-tech on a solid steel basis
For this variant of the hybrid locomotive, BR202 series is
utilized as a basis for modernization. Two central
electric motors with a total output of up to 600 KW drive
the vehicle and are supplied with power from the ALSTOM
ONIX hybrid traction package.
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Bombardier Transportation has announced that it has
received an order for 100 MultiLevel commuter rail cars
from the New Jersey Transit Corporation (NJ TRANSIT).
The contract is valued at approximately $267 million US
(210 million euro) and includes options for up to 79
additional vehicles.
This package developed by Alstom includes the intelligent
generator control and the battery management. The diesel
generator meets the Euro IV requirements and is
additionally provided with a particulate filter so that it
substantially exceeds the requirements of conventional
shunting locomotives - with half of the fuel consumption.
Thus, the pollutant emission was reduced by up to 70%
compared to today’s vehicles.

The order represents Bombardier’s second contract with
NJ TRANSIT for this type of vehicle. Under a 2003 contract,
Bombardier provided 329 MultiLevel vehicles now in
successful operation at NJ TRANSIT.

the infrastructure constraints of certain rail networks, such
as those posed by tunnels.
Comfort features include a two-by-two seating
configuration that eliminates the middle seat found on
many single-level vehicles, specially designed seats with
improved lumbar support, and more leg room, knee room
and seat width than found in conventional coaches.
Large side doors located at the intermediate level provide
accessibility from both high and low level platforms.
Bombardier is also providing MultiLevel vehicles for
Montreal’s commuter rail lines. Specially-configured
versions of the MultiLevel vehicles operate in the Atlantic
City Express Service between New York City and Atlantic
City.

Hybrid locomotives under test
The endurance tests in the partner companies are part of
the DB Green Logistic Programmes. Tests were carried out
at DB Schenker’s subsidiary company MEG, others took
place at DB Regio Mittelfranken, at BASF, in the Rotterdam
harbour or in the Zellstoffwerk Stendal. The partners have
agreed to jointly monitor the locomotives in parallel to
daily continuous operation using Alstom’s remote data
transmission, TRAINTRACER.
ALSTOM Lokomotiven Service GmbH
Alstom Lokomotiven Service GmbH is a joint venture with
the Deutsche Bahn AG, which has been engaged in the
field of repair and modernization of diesel locomotives
since November 1, 2002. A total of around 185 qualified
employees are working in the traditional factory in
Stendal in Saxony-Anhalt on a site area of 65,000 m2 - for
their customers, private and national railway companies at
home and abroad. The wide range of services around the
locomotive comprises not only modular modernization
and repair work but also other services as well as the sale
and leasing of diesel locomotives.

“We are proud to be a partner with NJ TRANSIT in
offering rail transportation as a solution for increasing
mobility, reducing congestion, and benefiting the
environment and the regional economy. This new order
for our reliable, safe, and comfortable equipment
illustrates the confidence NJ TRANSIT places in
Bombardier and our products,” said Raymond Bachant,
President, Bombardier Transportation, North America.
The MultiLevel vehicles feature upper and lower seating
levels as well as a spacious intermediate level at each end
of the car --- making them truly “multi-level” --- and offer
high levels of capacity, comfort and convenience. Each
coach has 15 to 30 percent more seating capacity than a
typical single-level car, yet is specially designed to meet

NJ TRANSIT is the largest statewide public transportation
system in the United States and an established customer
of Bombardier. Over the years, Bombardier has provided
hundreds of push-pull commuter coaches and MultiLevel
vehicles to NJ TRANSIT. In terms of locomotives,
Bombardier has supplied 29 electric locomotives of the
type BOMBARDIER ALP-46 and is currently filling orders
for 36 ALP-46A electric locomotives, an upgraded version
of the original product, as well as 26 ALP-45DP
dual-powered locomotives. In addition, Bombardier was
a member of the consortium that designed and built NJ
TRANSIT’s turnkey RiverLINE light rail system between
Camden and Trenton, New Jersey and now operates and
maintains the system under a contract with NJ TRANSIT.
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World premiere of Velaro D at
Innotrans 2010 – first presentation
of new high-speed train for Deutsche
Bahn
The Velaro D, Germany’s new high-speed train, is
celebrating its world premiere at the InnoTrans 2010.
Peter Löscher, Siemens CEO, presented the latest
generation of the high-speed train for the first time to Dr.
Rüdiger Grube, Chairman of the Management Board and
CEO of Deutsche Bahn AG.
The new ICE (Class 407), DB’s future flagship for
international high-speed rail travel, is due to go into
operation at the end of 2011, running initially between
Frankfurt am Main and South France, followed by
Belgium. A total of 15 eight-car high-speed trains are
scheduled for delivery by 2012. In Berlin Siemens is
showcasing a shorter version of the train, consisting of
one end car, intermediate car and another intermediate
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car with bistro.
With a top speed of up to 320 kilometers per hour, the
new Velaro is not just one of the fastest production
trainsets in the world; it also defines the premium class
among Europe’s high-speed trains. The fourth and most
recent version, based on Siemens’ successful and proven
Velaro platform, has been perfected in several technical
areas and sets new standards in terms of efficiency,
flexibility and comfort. The Velaro is more energyefficient, quieter inside and is even more
cost-effective in maintenance in comparison to previous
types, benefiting from a ten-year innovation lead.
Against this background, Siemens is placing great hopes
in the Velaro as an export hit, “made in Germany”. The
platform concept means that the Velaro trains can be
deployed flexibly in different railway networks and
adapted to meet specific customer requirements. Velaro
trains run today in Spain, China and Russia. Siemens is
confident of benefiting from opportunities arising from
the planned expansion of the high-speed network in the
USA.
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Stadler presents the KISS
A successful FLIRT usually leads to a loving KISS. Stadler Rail is also following this tradition. Peter Spuhler, CEO and owner
of Stadler Rail Group, together with Andreas Meier, CEO of SBB, presented the new double-decker multiple-unit train to
the public at the InnoTrans trade fair in Berlin. KISS stands for comfortable innovative speedy suburban train
(komfortabler innovativer spurtstarker S-Bahn-Zug) and labels the new family of double-decker multiple-unit trains from
Stadler.
The new double-decker multiple-unit train from Stadler Rail has already penetrated the international markets. Since it
was launched in 2008 four operators from three different countries have ordered 125 KISSes.
A KISS from Switzerland
On 31 August 2008 Stadler Rail received the contract from Swiss Federal Railways (SBB) to build 50 six-part
double-decker multiple-unit trains for the Zurich commuter railway system. The contract has a total value of around CHF
1 million. In just 21 months Stadler Rail developed, designed and built the vehicle, demonstrating its capability in the
process. The roll-out was celebrated on 4 June in Altenrhein. Since then the KISS has started to undergo type tests and
trial runs required for its homologation. “This is why it’s now high time that this youngest child from the Stadler stable
is given a family name. It didn’t take us long to think of one. Every successful FLIRT is followed by a KISS,” says a pleased
Peter Spuhler, CEO and owner of Stadler Rail Group. SBB will receive its first KISS in March 2011.

Bombardier Wins Contract for 50 Trams for One of the World’s Largest
Tram Operations in Melbourne, Australia
New FLEXITY Swift low-floor trams to take to the streets in 2012
Bombardier Transportation has confirmed that it has received a firm order for 50 trams from the Department of
Transport in Victoria, Australia.The contract is valued at $303 million AU (216 million euro, $293 million US), includes the
supply of 50 BOMBARDIER FLEXITY Swift low floor trams, a mock up, maintenance equipment and maintenance of the
trams until 2017. There is also an option for a further 100 FLEXITY Swift trams.
The trams, known locally as FLEXITY Melbourne, are 33 metres long, carry up to 210 passengers and will be
manufactured by Bombardier at their Dandenong site, with Bombardier’s sites in Mannheim and Siegen, Germany,
supplying the BOMBARDIER MITRAC propulsion system and bogies respectively. The first vehicles are due to be delivered
in 2012.

An international success in a very short time
Since the launch of the first train for SBB a further five orders have been received. A total of 125 KISSes – meaning 614
double-decker aluminium car-bodies – have been ordered, namely:
–
–
–
–

7 six-part trains from the private Austrian company Westbahn to run on the intercity-route between Vienna
and Salzburg at a top speed of 200 km/h,
16 four-part trains from the ODEG (Ostdeutsche Eisenbahn GmbH) for the Berlin–Brandenburg
commuter railway system,
28 four-part trains from the BLS for the Berne commuter railway system and
24 four-part trains from SBB, which is making use of one of the options it has for more trains.

This means that in just two years the KISS has already become prevalent in three countries. The vehicles will be
assembled at the competence centre for double-decker trains in Altenrhein (Switzerland) and at the Stadler factory in
Berlin-Pankow (Germany).
With the KISS family Stadler Rail is making advances into the market segments of heavy commuter transport and the
double-decker intercity transport with top speeds of up to 200 km/h, and is complementing its product range for
railways. For the first time, Stadler Rail is now able to offer single-decker as well as double-decker multiple-unit trains for
commuter, InterRegio and intercity transport systems from a single source. And thanks to their modular construction, all
families of vehicles can be adapted to meet customers’ needs perfectly.
The KISS for Zurich
The KISS for the Zurich commuter railway system is 150 metres long and offers 535 seats, of which 120 are in first class.
Hence, the vehicle has 9 more seats than originally planned. These additional seats were agreed in consultation with SBB
and were gained by changing the seating arrangement in the lounge on the upper deck. The multiple-unit train is made
of lightweight aluminium, weighs 297 tonnes and can reach a top speed of 160 km/h with an initial acceleration of 1.1
m/s².
A modern air conditioning concept has been developed for the KISS, which draws fresh air in from the roof and not, as is
the case with other traditional vehicles, via the ventilation channels below the windows. This improves the level of comfort for passengers on the one hand and increases the internal width of the vehicle by 17 centimetres on the other hand.
Gaining this extra space guarantees all passengers, particularly those on the upper deck, an additional level of comfort.
The door areas have been designed to be spacious and are all low-floored. These features along with the 12 entry doors
on each side enable passengers to get on and off the train quickly. Furthermore there are two toilets available, one of
which is for passengers with disabilities.

Melbourne’s Tram network, operated by Yarra Trams, is one of the world’s largest, with the FLEXITY Swift tram providing
extra capacity to address rapidly growing patronage levels.
“Two thirds of Melbourne’s trams have been supplied by Bombardier and have provided Melbourne’s commuters with
excellent service,” said Dan Osborne, Managing Director of Bombardier Transportation Australia, “The FLEXITY
Melbourne tram fleet will see the resumption of tram production in Australia after a 12 year break and provide
opportunities for our local supply chain to participate.”
Victoria’s Public Transport Minister Martin Pakula said the order would add capacity to carry 10,500 extra passengers in
peak periods. “We are pleased to be working with Bombardier on the new fleet for Melbourne”, Mr Pakula said. “The
order is a boost to our tram fleet and is a fantastic endorsement of our local manufacturing industry.”
Bombardier is currently delivering 51 two and three car VLocity regional trains to the Victorian Government; this order is
a further endorsement on Bombardier’s focus on flawless project execution.
More than 1,500 FLEXITY vehicles from Bombardier are already in successful revenue service. Overall, Bombardier now
has more than 2,800 trams and light rail vehicles operating or on order in cities across Europe, Australia and North
America.
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Long Marston Open Day

From the UK

On September 12th the gates of Motorail Logistics at the Long Marston storage
facility were opened to the public. This location provides secure storage for many
of the UKs locomotives and rolling stock that are currently out of use. For the
enthusiast is brings both joy and sadness, seeing some old favourites like the Class
86 locomotives that are stored here and knowing that possibly there may be only a
trip to the scrapman awaiting their fate.
Ex Anglian Class 86 217 leads a rake of ex-Fastline coal hoppers
at the site. Richard Hargreaves
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Ex Virgin Trains WCML loco Class 87 025 stands in the sun awaiting its fate.
Whilst several of this class are enjoying a new lease of life in
Bulgaria, the remaining locos in the UK are facing an uncertain future.
Richard Hargreaves
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Class 87 027, once named the Wolf of Badenoch, became an unusual
celebrity when it collided with a Class 142, and won!. Richard Hargreaves
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Ex Transrail Class 37 898 looks like it might just fall apart
with the amount of rust on this loco! Andy
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Above: EX NCB No. 503 is a Hunslet industrial shunter built in 1965. Richard Hargreaves
Below: Some more industrial shunters on the site were WD 70047, and behind it
Army Sentinel No. 610. Richard Hargreaves
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Above: Ex mainline BR diesel locos included Class 31 439, 31 301 and former DRS Class 20 902
all stored awaiting a return to traffic or scrapping. Richard Hargreaves
Below: Industrial shunter No. 2 “Kemira” is seen alongside Clas 08 813. Richard Hargreaves
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A loco that has changes hands several times since
leaving the Virgin Trains Cross Country fleet is Class 47 829.
Each of the subsequent owners has probably stripped parts off it
before selling it on, thus ending its days here, unless a miracle happens. Andy
74
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Europhoenix loco Class 86 247 was present and on display. The Europhoenix
project has seen several redundant UK locos sent abroad for further reuse. Andy
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Below: Not all the stock is old, this First Great Western HST buffet car has only recently arrived. Class47
Bottom: Various Midland Mainline and Arrive Trains Wales carriages. Class47

Above: Two superbly restored RNAD vans, No’s 321 and 289 were just a couple of the hidden gems that are
on this huge site. Richard Hargreaves
Below: Some of the vast collection of coaching stock at Long Marston
includes ex Virgin Mk3 coaches, BR Sleeper coaches and Eurostar Nightstar Generator Vans. Class47
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An ex Network South East Class 108 DMU is seen reasonably intact
in store at Long Marston. Does preservation beckon? Andy
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Having had “a bit of an accident” Class 20 197 is seen on site,
with its probable only use as a source of spares. Richard Hargreaves
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From the Archives

OBB Class 1144 258 is seen crossing the
River Salzach in Salzburg, Austria with an intermodal
service heading for Germany
on February 23rd 2006. Andy

September 2nd 2002 and an SNCB service waits to depart
Amsterdam Central with SNCB BN built class 11 No. 1192 at the helm.
Brian Battersby
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Siemens Built ES64-F14 loco and carrying the livery of loco spot hire company Dispolok, this is
E189-914 seen with an intermodal service through Austria on February 23rd 2006.
Class47
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Above: Class 23-515 TER DMU is seen waiting to depart Macon-Ville on
September 17th 2003 with a local service.
Below: An SNCF Class Y series shunter carries out its duties on September 17th 2003 at Macon-Ville. Both: Class47

